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The use of the (Inanimate' Noun with
(Animate' Significance in Sinhalese Inscriptions

THERE appear to be a few instances in Sinhalese inscriptions of the loth
c., ,\,D., wherein certain nouns apparently indicating inanimate objects
arc employed sometimes in their normal' inanimate' sense and at other

times in an 'animate' sense with reference to some individuals, In the
following, I propose to examine some instances of this peculiar phenomenon.

(i) tw1i and soli: Dr. Paranavitana! discussing these two words points
out that Dr. \Vickrcmasinghe has left them nntranslatcd, while Me Bell inter-
preted them to mean TOI)<:liyansand Cholians, Examining a number of inst-
ances in which these words occur, he rightly conclndes that they mean particular
kinds of drums. The first word appears to he a loan word from Tamil tU(ll:
(= T. 1UJukkai, Sinh. 'uijiikki, a small drum tapering from each end forming a
small neck in the middle) which occurs in Tamil literature of the early Christian
era [vide Silappadikc[ram, Canto VI, 1. 51]. The etymology of the second word
is not certain; however, that too may perhaps be a word of Dravidian origin,
In the following instances ttl,iJl: and so?i appear to have been employed in the
sense of two kinds of drums,

(a) tttijiyii so!iya gasii no valinii kot isii.,2 'and not to enter by beating on

turfi and so?i (drums) "
(b) tu(li soli no gasanu isii,3 , and not to beat turfi and soi: (drums) "

(c) tuiji soli ber,4 'drums, t'Urji and soli',
(Ii) soli bera turfi gattan no vadnii isci,5 'and those bearing soIl: drums

and tuiji, not to enter',
But in the following instances these words tUijl: and soli and also nata (flutes)

are used not as inanimate objects, but with a personal significance, referring to
the individuals who play the instruments:

(e) tuiji soli no vadnii isii, G ' and t/tiji and soIl: (i.e. those bearing tuiji and

soli drums), not to enter'.
(f) tttiji nii?ci rajkol-kiimiycm no valinii kot,1 'tuiji and nii!ci (bearing)

servants of the royal household, not to enter',

I, Epigraphia Zeylanica (E.Z·l III, pp. 146-148.
2. E.Z. IV, p. 189, C 3-6.
3. E.Z, III, p. 147·
4. ibid,
5. ibid.
6, E.Z, lII, p. 140.
7. E.Z. tt. p. 2I4, L 4,1,
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It is a noteworthy fact that the inflexion of tucJi and soli, when they mean
persons, remains the same as when they are employed as 'inanimate' substantives.
Dr. Paranavitana'' thinks that tu¢i and soli in the above (e) are to be considered
as derivatives formed without any change in the form of the noun and hence
to be translated as 'bearers of tl.tcJi and so,li drums'. I am net aware of any
such formation of secondary (taddhita) derivatives, without the addition of a
secondary derivative suffix, given by any grammarian; nor have I ever come
across elsewhere such secondary derivatives. Further, if they are secondary
derivatives meaning persons connected with those instruments, as Dr. Parana-
vitana thinks, it is not very likely that they would be employed in the zero-
inflexional-form (normal for the 'inanimate' substantive) for the Oblique
plural of the' animate' agent in the above (e), but in an ' animate' Oblique
plural form like *tucJiyan, "soliyan which will distinguish them from the inani-
mate objects denoted by the' inanimate' 'plural forms, tudi, soli. It is more
natural, in my opinion, to regard tucJi soli in the above (e) as abbreviation for
the phrase tucJi soli gattan (those bearing tu.cJi and so!i), and tl.tcJi nii.lii rajkol-
kiimiyan as abbreviation for tucJi nella gat rajkol-kii.miyan (servants ofthe royal
household bearing tucJi and na!ii) ; d. soli bera tlNf,i gatian in the above (d).
If they do not, somehow, represent such abbreviated speech, they may be
regarded as instances of the figure of speech known as metonymy in which a
person or thing may be indicated by a prominent accompaniment for the sake
of picturesqueness or dignity.

(ii) suuar mahauar : The exact etymology and meaning of the two terms
suuar and mahauar are still uncertain. Dr. Wickremasingh-v translates them
as ' goldsmiths' and' chief artisans' respectively, and suggests in a foot-note
the following various possibilities of etymology and meaning of these words:
suoar = SI<. suvarna-kara- (goldsmith) ; mahauar = Sk. malut-kara-? which is
rendered as ' chief artisan' on the basis t hat Sinh. maha-ddur« (= SI<.maha-
acclrya-) is a title applied to a master-carpenter. Alternatively, suoar = SI<.
sfi,pakara-, 'cook' or Sk. siitrakicrn-, 'weaver'; mahauar = Sk. matsya-
kClra-, P. miccha-kiira-, 'fisher' or 'fish-monger' or SI<.ma'Y(l,sa-l,clra-, 'butcher'.
But, as Dr. Paranavitana 10 points out, the context in which they occur shows that
they may indicate some kinds of imposts remitted in the case of lands to which
the immunities were granted. Dr. Paranavitana conjectures that -var in
suuar and mahauar is derived from SI<. vara-, 'turn' and may denote in
a secondary sense the forced labour which was exacted from the peasants.
Hence, he thinks, mahauar «' *mahiiviira-) means 'principal turn of service'
and suuar , , the secondary turn of service', taking the latter to be a contraction
of *Stl,luv'lr as opposed to mahauar, This derivation and the rendering appear

8. E.Z. III, p. 148.
9· E.Z. I, p. I7l.

10. E.Z. IV, p. 191, fn. 2.
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to be rather forced and far-fetched, and quite apart from the fact that there is no
evidence to show the existence of *su!ttvar, a contraction of *su.!u.var into suuar
is not possible according to the laws of phonology, as !is one of those stable
consonants which never disappear in Sinh. phonologyY

It may be possible, in my opinion, to trace the terms suuar and mahauar
to Sk. sukara-, ' charity', ' benevolence', and SI<.mahakara-, 'a large revenue'
or 'rent' or ' tax' respectively. The use of euphemistic term' benevolence.' is well
known in English history as a device, employed by certain English kings to hide
the odious nature of a certain levy, they made on their subjects, as this levy was
made out to be a ' benevolence' or a ' loving gift' made to the king. Hence, if
the example in English history may be taken as a parallel, suuar ( < sukara-)
may indicate a forced levy of such a nature, besides the alternative possibility
that it meant a tax, collected for public charities. The term mahauar , 'large
tax' in our records probably meant a land tax.

'Whatever be the exact derivation of these words, the question that
-concerns us here is their use in their contexts in the inscriptions, sometimes
as 'inanimate' words indicating some kinds of imposts and at other times as
'animate' nouns indicating some persons who were probably connected with the
1evying of the imposts, e.g., in pu(da) sui-oat suoar mahauar no ganna kot iSC1,12
'and not to levy gifts, tolls," charity-tax" (or" benevolence ", s1tvar) and large
tax (mahavar) " the words in question are used in an ' inanimate' sense. On
the contrary, in the clause, ... suuar mahauar radkol-kdmiyasi no uadnii kot,J3
"suuar (collectors), mahauar (collectors) (and other) employees of the royal
.household, not to enter' ,14 they appear to refer to some persons probably
.connected with the levying of those imposts, and as such they are used with
-personal' animate' Signification. If the above rendering is correct, we notice
that the zero-inflexion remains the same in both the applications of these words.

(iii) deruuarui (or °na) dekamtiin : These two words of obscure origin and
'sense, perhaps, mean two treasuries and two departments (?) as suggested by
Dr. Paranavitana.P Whatever be the actual sense, it is clear that these words
were used first, in the sense of an institution or office, with' inanimate' signi-
ficance, and later, also in a personal' animate' sense to indicate a class of
-officials connected with these institutions, e.g.,

(a) deruvanii dekan.tt'in udssan no uad ... ,lfl

rr , "V. Geiger: A Grammav ofthe Sinhalese Language, Colorn oo, 1938, § § 44' I ;48; 50;
51 ; 52.

12. E.Z.J:V"p.·189, CI-3.
13· E.Z. ,J, p. 169, p. 174.
14. This may also be rendered as' servants of the royal-household, suvar:(and) mahauar,

'flot to enter '.
IS· E.Z. Ill, pp. 143-144.
16. E.2. IV, p. 251.
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(b) (deruvanii dekamtiin) viissan no vadna ko? iSii,17 'and occupants (or
employees) of deruvanii and dekamtiin, not to enter '.

(c) deruvanii dekamtiin viissan viidii iikul no karanu iSii,lB' and employees
(lit. occupants) of deruuana and dekamidn, not to enter and cause confusion'.

In the above instances, the words in question have definitely an 'inani-
mate' significance, as they appear to indicate some institutions in their context.

In the following instances, however, these two words in their context
clearly refer to some persons who were connected with the institutions of deruuand'
and dekamtiin; and as such may be said to have an ' animate' significance.

(d) deruvana del.amtdn. no vadnii kat is-i, HJ

(e) dekamtan deruoend no uadsui kat iSii,20 'and deruvna and dekamtdn
(i.e. the employees of deruoand and dekamtan), not to enter'.

Again it should be noticed that no 'animate' inflexion is added to these
nouns. when they are employed to refer to persons.

(iv) mang-div piya-div : Other variants of this phrase that occur are the
following:

maiigdiva piyadiva,21 mangdiva pediva,22 mangdiv pediv,23 mangdiva
[PedivliJ,24 maiigiua piyangiva,25 mangiva (pegi)va,26 mangiva piyagiva,27 magiv
(Pigiv),28 magioa pegiva.29

This pair of words occurring frequently in so many variants in the grants.
of immunities in the loth c., A.D. is also of obscure origin and meaning. Dr.
Wickremasinghe deriving them from Sk. *miirga-jiva- and *pada-jiva- translates
them as ' those who live by highway robbery' and' those who live by vagrant
habits '30 respectively, and elsewhere, as 'tramps' and 'vagrants'. 31 Dr.
Paranavitana.P however, points out that' in a pillar inscription from Mihin-
tale33 the phrase mangdiv pediv no vadna isa is followed by sesu radkol-kiimiyan

17· E.Z. III. p. 299.
18. E.Z. I, p. 33.1. 25.
19· E.Z. II, p. 24, C II-I4.
20. E.Z. I, p. 174. A 15-17 ; p. 168. B 22-26:
21. E.Z. I. p. 174. B J 3-14.
22. E.Z. II, p. 4, C 2-3.
23· E.Z. I. p. 205. C r8-19.
24· E.Z. III. p. 299. C 9-10.
25· £.Z. II. p. 12, B 18-20.
26. E.Z. II, p. 18, B 20-21.
27· E.Z. II, p. 24. C 8-9.
28. E.Z. II. p. 47. B 27.
29· E.Z. III. p. r 39, C 18-19.
30. £.Z. I. p. 17[, inn. I, 2.

3r. £.Z.II,P.5.
32. £.Z. III, p. 146.
33· Ancient Inscriptions of Ceylon•.London. 1'8'83. No. 1'1:5,.
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-no vadnii isii' (not to be entered by other royal officers), proving that mangdiv
pediv in that record were meant to be some category of royal officers. Thus,
in all the instances where these two words and their variants occur along with
the verbal phrase no vadna kot iSii, there is no doubt that they were employed
with personal ' animate' signification, meaning some royal officers. But this
seems to be due to a secondary application of originally' inanimate' words. For
they appear to be employed in the original' inanimate' sense in the instance,
mangdiv pedi[v] no gannii kot isii,34 'not to levy mangdiv pediv', where they
refer to a certain kind of levy. But in the two instances, maiigdiua piyadiva
sorun kothii van no gannii kot isii,35 and ma1lgd'iv piyadiv sorun kotii van no
ganna kat isa,36 they may be rendered either in the' inanimate' sense as ' and
not to take mangdiva piyadiva (imposts) thieves and murderers' or in the
, animate' sense of royal officers as 'and thieves and murderers not to be arrested
by maiigdiua and piyadiva officers'. Syntactically both these renderings are
possible. But the latter rendering is possible only if these officers were charged
with the arrest of criminals like thieves and murderers. As they are more
likely to be officers connected with the levying of imposts maiigdi» and piyadiv, 37

it may be preferable to take the occurrence in these two records also in the
, inanimate' sense of imposts.

In the above examples (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi), the presence of inflexions typical
of the inanimate is maintained even when they are used to denote animate beings.
This fact shows beyond any doubt that they were primarily' inanimate' words,
but were employed secondarily to refer to the persons connected with those
institutions. Such an extension in the use of ' inanimate' nouns constituting
attributes or prominent accompaniments to refer to persons connected with
them, for the sake of picturesqueness or dignity, may be regarded as a case of
metonymy. And it is not peculiar to Sinhalese alone, as can be seen, for ins-
tance, in the use of the word' crown' in English to denote the king, as well as
the inanimate object worn by the monarch on his head.

D. J. WIJAYARATNE

34· E.Z. I, p. 205, C I8-21.
35· E.Z. I, p. 174, B I3-I7.
36. E.Z. I, p. 169, C I7-24'
37· See the above 34.
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